
Common name:

American ash Fraxinus spp

Other names: Northern ash, Southern ash
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FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC



Common name:

American cherry Prunus serotina

Other names: American black cherry
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FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC



Common name:

American cottonwood Populus deltoides

Other names: Eastern cottonwood, Eastern poplar, Carolina poplar
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FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC
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Common name:

American gum Liquidamber styraciflua

Other names: Redgum, sapgum, sweetgum

FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC
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Common name:

American hard maple Acer saccharum, A. nigrum

Other names: Sugar maple, black maple

FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC
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Common name:

American soft maple Principally Acer rubrum, A. saccharinum

Other names: Red maple, silver maple

FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC
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Common name:

American red oak Quercus spp

Other names: Northern red oak, Southern red oak

FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC
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Common name:

American white oak Quercus spp

Other names: Northern white oak, Southern white oak

FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC
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Common name:

American tulipwood Liriodendron tulipifera

Other names: Yellow poplar (USA), tulip poplar (USA), canary whitewood

FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC
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Common name:

American black walnut Juglans nigra

Other names: Black walnut, American walnut

FAS

No. 1C

No. 2AC



The following pages show characteristics that occur in US hardwoods. Some are inherent to
certain species and others are generic to all. These characteristics either occur naturally in the
lumber or as a result of the drying process. As has already been discussed, the grades are based
on the percentage of clear, defect free wood in the board.

The NHLA grading rules allow the following characteristics in the clear cutting percentages for
all grades and they are therefore not considered defects.

Note: Although the NHLA grading rules do not consider these characteristics as defects for the
standard grades, allowances are made within the individual species. For example, species such as
hard maple and ash are more desirable if there is a large portion of the board that is sapwood
(white) and very little heartwood. The reverse is true when specifying species such as cherry, oak
and walnut. It is essential that the buyers familiarise themselves not only with each species but the
growing regions throughout the USA as well. Climate, soil and growing conditions such as hills and
valleys all play an important role in the growth of the tree. As previously stated, the NHLA rules
are the framework to begin the trading process. More information on characteristics found in
individual species is available in other AHEC technical publications.

Characteristics and defects

BURL:
A swirl or twist in the grain of the wood that

does not contain a knot.

GUM STREAKS:
Mineral-like streaks of colour naturally

occurring only in cherry.

STICKER MARK:
The mark left on the board from a

seasoning sticker, which can be removed
in the surfacing planing process.

HEARTWOOD and SAPWOOD:
Heartwood is the mature wood, which is

often darker, extending from the sapwood
to the pith. Sapwood is the lighter coloured

wood growing from inside the bark
to the heartwood.

GLASSWORM:
Random mineral like tracts.
Usually associated with ash
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MINERAL STREAKS:
Streaks of colour ranging from olive to

blackish-brown, which typically follow the
grain pattern.



The NHLA grading rules do not allow the following characteristics in the clear cuttings for all
grades and they are therefore considered defects.

BARK POCKET:
A bark-filled distortion in the grain pattern.

BIRD PECKS:
Small blemishes in the grain pattern

resulting from birds pecking that
sometimes contain ingrown bark.

An exception to the rule is hickory and elm.

CHECK:
A lengthwise opening on the face of the

board resulting from rapid or faulty drying.

DECAY OR ROT:
The breaking down of the wood substance
by fungi. The discoloration of the sapwood

indicates the initial evidence of decay.

UNSOUND KNOT:
A circular area that once formed the base of

a branch or twig and has a pith centre.
(In some cases the wood may be missing).

SOUND KNOT:
A knot solid across its face, which shows no

indication of decay.

SPLIT:
A lengthwise separation of the wood
created as the wood dries. Shake is

a separation between the annual
growth rings.

STICKER STAIN:
Stain that is typically grey in colour

occurring from stickers used to
season lumber.

WANE:
Bark or the lack of wood caused by the

round nature of the tree or log.

WORM HOLES:
Holes in the wood ranging in size

from 1⁄16" to over 1⁄4"

GRUB HOLES:
Holes larger than 1⁄4"
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PITH:
The small soft core at the structural centre

of the tree.
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